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Abstract—We propose a new class of methods for VLIW code
compression using variable-sized branch blocks with self-gener-
ating tables. Code compression traditionally works on fixed-sized
blocks with its efficiency limited by their small size. A branch
block, a series of instructions between two consecutive possible
branch targets, provides larger blocks for code compression.
We compare three methods for compressing branch blocks:
table-based, Lempel–Ziv–Welch (LZW)-based and selective code
compression. Our approaches are fully adaptive and generate the
coding table on-the-fly during compression and decompression.
When encountering a branch target, the coding table is cleared to
ensure correctness. Decompression requires a simple table lookup
and updates the coding table when necessary. When decoding
sequentially, the table-based method produces 4 bytes per itera-
tion while the LZW-based methods provide 8 bytes peak and 1.82
bytes average decompression bandwidth. Compared to Huffman’s
1 byte and variable-to-fixed (V2F)’s 13-bit peak performance,
our methods have higher decoding bandwidth and a comparable
compression ratio. Parallel decompression could also be applied
to our methods, which is more suitable for VLIW architectures.

Index Terms—Code compression, VLIW architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION

EMBEDDED systems have become more and more im-
portant in the past decade as almost all electronic devices

contain them. The complexity and performance requirements
for embedded systems grow rapidly as system-on-chip (SoC)
architectures become the trend. Embedded systems are cost and
power sensitive, and their memory systems often consume a
large portion of chip area and system cost. Program size tends
to grow as applications become more and more complex, and
even for the same application, program size grows as RISC, su-
perscalar, or VLIW architectures are used. Code compression is
proposed as a solution to reduce program size and to reduce the
memory usage in embedded systems. It refers to compressing
program codes offline and decompressing them on-the-fly
during execution. The idea was first proposed by Wolfe and
Chanin in the early 90’s [1], and much research has been
done to reduce the code size for RISC machines [2]–[7]. As
instruction level parallelism (ILP) becomes common in modern
system-on-chip architectures, a high-bandwidth instruction
fetch mechanism is required to supply multiple instructions
per cycle. Under these circumstances, reducing code size and
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providing fast decompression speed are both critical challenges
when applying code compression to VLIW machines.

This paper introduces branch-block-based code compression
methods and evaluates them on benchmarks for Texas Instru-
ments’ TMS320C6x VLIW processors. Our schemes use an
adaptive self-generating table to avoid the overhead of storing
the decoding table and have the advantage of fast decompres-
sion with little overhead, which is suitable for the VLIW archi-
tectures. Code compression methods have to be lossless, other-
wise, the decompressed instructions will not be the same as the
original program. Since a decompression engine is needed to de-
compress code during runtime, the decompression overhead has
to be tolerable. Unlike text compression, compressed programs
have to ensure random accesses, since execution flow may be
altered by branch, jump, or call instructions. The compressed
blocks may not be byte aligned, so additional padding bits are
needed after compressed blocks when bit addressable memory
is not available.

Previous code compression methods use small, equally-sized
blocks as basic compression units; each block can be decom-
pressed independently with or without small amounts of infor-
mation from others. When execution flow changes, decompres-
sion can restart at the new position with or without little penalty.
However, not all instructions are the destination of a jump or
branch and the possible targets are determined once the program
is compiled. We define a branch block as the instructions be-
tween two consecutive possible branch targets and use them as
our basic compression units. A branch block may contain sev-
eral basic blocks in the control flow graph representation. Com-
piler methods can also be used to increase the distance between
branch targets to enlarge the size of branch blocks. Since the
size is much larger than the blocks used in previous work, we
have more freedom in choosing compression algorithms. The
concept of using Lempel–Ziv–Welch (LZW) methods in code
compression first appeared in our previous work [8]. We refined
the definition of branch block and extended the code compres-
sion algorithms in this paper.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews pre-
vious related work. Section III describes the general concept of
our code compression approaches using self-generating tables.
We introduce the table-based and LZW-based code compres-
sion in Sections IV and V, and the selective code compression
in Section VI. Experimental results are presented in Section VII
and, finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Wolfe and Chanin were the first to apply code compression to
embedded systems [1]. Their compressed code RISC processor
(CCRP) uses Huffman coding to compress MIPS programs. A
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Fig. 1. Fetch and execution packets in TMS320C6x DSP.

line access table (LAT) is used to map compressed block ad-
dresses and is inherited by most of the later studies. Based on
the same concept, IBM built a decompression core, called Code-
Pack, for the PowerPC 400 series [4]. Compressed code is stored
in the external memory and CodePack is placed between the
memory and cache. Liao [2] and Lefurgy [3] replaced frequently
used instruction groups as dictionary entries, which make com-
pressed code easy to be decoded. Lekatsas and Wolf proposed
SAMC [5], a statistical scheme based on arithmetic coding in
combination with a precalculated Markov model. Netto et al.
proposed a dictionary-based code compression using variable
length indices [6]. Instructions in the decoding table are selected
based on both static and dynamic profiling to decrease code size
and increase performance. Benini et al. used a dictionary-based
compression method formed by using both static and dynamic
entropy [7], [9]. Their schemes are competitive with CodePack
for footprint compression and achieve superior bus traffic and
energy reduction. All of these methods focused on RISC and
CISC architecture code.

Another approach to decrease code size for RISC processors
is to define a dense instruction set using a limited number
of short instructions and has been implemented in several
commercial core processors, such as the ARM Thumb [10],
MIPS16 [11], Tensilica Xtensa [12], and ARCompact [13]. The
dense instruction sets often cause performance penalties due to
lack of instructions and require modifications to the processor
core and software development tools. This approach is not
suitable for embedded systems with hard intellectual-property
(IP) processors.

Colwell et al. developed an early VLIW processor, TRACE,
and used shared libraries to reduce the code size of the UNIX
utilities [14]. Ishiura et al. split traditional VLIW instructions
into fields such that each field can be compressed optimally by
using dictionary lookup scheme [15]. Nam et al. presented a
dictionary compression method and compared the performance
of identical and isomorphic instruction word compression
schemes [16]. Heikkinen et al. applied code compression to
a VLIW like system, transport triggered architecture (TTA)
[17]. Both bitwise entropy and dictionary-based algorithms
are used in their system. Aditya et al. used customized tem-
plates representing frequently used op-group combinations to
reduce the occurrences of no-ops [18]. These methods targeted
architectures with rigid instruction word formats and lots of
redundancy.

Larin and Conte were the first to apply code compression
schemes to modern VLIW with flexible instruction formats
[19]. They applied Huffman coding to an architecture similar to
Intel/HP IA-64 and put the decompression engine between pro-
cessing unit and instruction cache. Based on Tunstall coding,

Xie and Wolf proposed variable-to-fixed (V2F) compression
[20], [21], which used fixed length codewords to represent
variable length data. Prakash et al. constructed their dictionary
based on the frequency of instruction vectors with Hamming
distance at most one and use the index along with the difference
to compress the programs [22]. Ros and Sutton proposed a
postcompilation register reassignment technique to reduce the
Hamming distance between adjacent register pairs to improve
their dictionary-based code compression with bit toggling [23],
[24]. Xie also proposed the concept of profile-driven code
compression [25], which used program dynamic profiles as one
of the compression constrains.

Other than using hardware components to decompress code
on-the-fly, several groups proposed pure software techniques
to reduce program size and decompress instructions during ex-
ecution. Cooper and McIntosh developed compiler techniques
for code compression on RISC architectures [26]. They map
isomorphic instruction sequences into abstract routine calls or
cross-jumping. Debray and Evans proposed a profile-guided
code compression to apply Huffman coding to infrequently
executed functions [27], [28]. Ozturk et al. proposed a control
flow graph centric software approach to reduce memory space
consumption [29]. Application binaries are on-the-fly com-
pressed/decompressed using separated thread in their approach.
Shogan and Childers implemented IBM’s CodePack algorithms
within the fetch step of software dynamic translator (SDT) in
pure software infrastructure [30]. Such approach provides a
flexible decompressor and can be applied to multiple platforms.

III. CODE COMPRESSION WITH A SELF-GENERATING TABLE

We propose code compression schemes to reduce code size
on VLIW embedded systems and the target system we chose
is Texas Instruments’ TMS320C6x VLIW digital signal pro-
cessor [31]. During instruction fetching, TMS320C6x proces-
sors always get a 32-byte fetch packet from memory system
and separate the eight 32-bit instructions into several execution
packets according to the least significant bit ( -bit), as illustrated
in Fig. 1. The instructions in the same execution packet are par-
allel executable.

Even though control flow can change due to the existence of
branch or jump instructions and the destination address may
be calculated during execution time, not all instructions will
be the destinations of flow change. The possible branch tar-
gets are determined once the program is compiled. A program
can be broken into procedure calls and the compiler expresses
each procedure as a control flow graph (CFG), as illustrated in
Fig. 2(a). Each node in the CFG represents a basic block, which
is a straight-line piece of code without any branch instructions
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Fig. 2. (a) Example control flow graph (CFG) fragment. (b) Simple and
(c) optimized memory allocation for basic blocks. Adjacent basic blocks that
can be combined together as a single branch block are marked with the same
color.

or branch targets. Each basic block starts at a branch target in-
struction, and ends at a branch or jump instruction. A CFG is a
static representation of the program and represents all the alter-
natives of possible execution paths.

We then use branch blocks as our basic compression units
based on the basic blocks in CFGs and ensure random accesses
to all the branch blocks. A basic block is considered as a branch
target if there is at least one entry with address change; on the
other hand, a basic block is not a branch target if it can only be
visited through sequential execution. A branch block is defined
as a series of basic blocks in a CFG with the only branch target
located at its first basic block. The construction of branch blocks
depends not only on the CFG, but also the memory allocation
of each basic block. As shown in Fig. 2(b), only basic blocks
B7 and B8 can be combined into a larger branch block, while
other branch blocks contain only one basic block in this simple
memory allocation and it results in eight total branch blocks.
An optimized memory allocation is shown in Fig. 2(c) and the
basic blocks can be combined into five larger branch blocks. The
heuristic used is described in Table I. Various compiler tech-
niques can be applied to optimize different control flow criteria,
such as number or size of branch blocks, based on global data
flow analysis. Compressed blocks will not have the same ad-
dress as their original ones. When execution flow changes, the
target block address will be the uncompressed one, which does
not correspond to the same location in the compressed code.
We borrow Wolfe and Chanin’s idea using a line address table
(LAT) to map original program addresses into compressed pro-
gram addresses [1]. Instead of storing the addresses of all cache
lines as in most previous work, only addresses of branch targets
are needed for our approach, which gives us a much smaller
LAT.

Source programs are compressed offline and stored in
memory systems, either ROM or hard drives, for embedded
systems using code compression. The codes are then decom-
pressed on-the-fly when the branch blocks are needed. The

TABLE I
PSEUDO-CODE FOR THE CFG ALLOCATION ALGORITHM

Fig. 3. (a) Precache and (b) postcache decompression architectures.

coding tables used for our approaches are self-generated during
runtime, either compression or decompression, and are stored
in memory systems. The tables are reset when branch targets
are met during execution. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the decom-
pression engine can be placed in two possible configurations,
precache or postcache. For precache structure, the timing
overhead for decompression can be hidden behind cache miss
penalty; while postcache has more area and power savings.
When more than one level of caches are used, the closer the
decompression unit to the processor, the larger the power and
area saving for the memory systems; however, it also means
the more critical impact to the system performance the de-
compression core has. Although all our methods can work on
both pre and post cache structures, postcache structure would
get more benefit when parallel decompression is used due to
larger decompression bandwidth; while precache architecture
fits better for sequential decompression.

We propose code compression schemes using self-gen-
erated coding tables. The table used for both compression
and decompression is generated during runtime, so there is
no additional space needed to store the table along with the
compressed code. Fig. 4 illustrates the flowchart of proposed
approach. In both compression and decompression phases, the
coding table is reset if the incoming instruction or codeword
represents a branch target; otherwise, the compression and
decompression engines keep on using the existing table to
generate codeword or instruction outputs and update the coding
table when necessary. Detailed table generation algorithms will
be discussed in Sections IV-A–IV-C. Compression methods
like the Lempel–Ziv (LZ) family give a good compression ratio
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Fig. 4. Flow chart of our proposed approach: (a) compression and
(b) decompression.

with the requirement of long texts [32]. Compression ratio
(CR) is often used as an merit to measure the efficiency of code
compression schemes, and is defined as

Compression Ratio
Compressed Code Size Stored Table Size

Original Code Size
(1)

The stored table size includes both coding tables and LATs.
For our approaches, the coding tables are not included in the
compression ratio because the tables are self-generated during
runtime and not stored in the memory systems. Blocks used
by traditional code compression schemes are too small for the
LZ family; large, variable-sized branch blocks give us more
freedom in choosing the compression algorithms.

When programs are running, there will be no problem to iden-
tify branch targets if execution flow changes. However, we need
to find a way to distinguish branch targets from regular instruc-
tions when incrementing the program counter (PC) causes ex-
ecution to cross a branch block boundary. We can maintain a
small list of all the branch targets, but the entries have to be
compared every time an instruction is executed. The other way
is to use a codeword as a branch target indicator. An indicator
would be generated before branch targets during compression
phase. When the decompression engine sees a branch target in-
dicator, it will know that the following instruction is a branch
target.

Codeword length and decoding bandwidth are two important
parameters in our method. The length affects the table size ex-
ponentially; decoding bandwidth, on the other hand, determines
the table size linearly. The larger the table, the more information
can be compressed. However, a longer codeword also means

using more bits to encode the same information. Longer code-
word works better in large benchmarks, while shorter codeword
is the best for the small ones.

IV. TABLE-BASED CODE COMPRESSION

So far we described the methodology of using branch blocks
as basic compression units and the concept of applying self-gen-
erating tables for both compression and decompression phases
without detailed algorithms. In this section, we introduce the
compression and decompression procedures for table-based
code compression.

A. Compression Procedure

The basic idea of table-based compression is to maintain a
table of previously seen instructions in the same branch block
to indicate the upcoming instructions. If a new instruction is
not inside the table, we simply add it to the table, and leave
the instruction uncompressed. On the other hand, if the new in-
struction is already in the table, we then use an escape tag plus
the table index to indicate the instruction. We studied the 32-bit
wide TMS320C6x instructions [31] and found a 6-bit wide un-
used prefix (1100 sp, where the -bit determines the destination
register file and -bit serves as the parallel execution indicator)
as the escape tag to identify the compressed table indices. This
simple scheme can be used on all the processor architectures
with unused instruction prefixes.

The compression process starts from the beginning of a
source program file and deals with the instructions sequentially
with an empty initial table. After the compression engine
fetches a new instruction from the source file, the engine first
compares it with all the entries in the coding table. If the instruc-
tion is already in the table, the engine generates the 6-bit escape
tag along with the table index that contains the instruction as
the output. Otherwise, the instruction is left uncompressed and
is added as a new table entry. Since the and bits are already
embedded in the escape tag, only the most significant 30 bits
are compared and stored in the coding table. Once the coding
table is full, we may take different actions for the table entries.
The table can be simply left unchanged once it is full, or the
entries are replaced using round-robin, least recently used, or
other complicated replacement algorithms. According to our
experiments, the difference in the compression ratio is less than
1% for different replacement methods when a 1024-entry table
is used.

As stated in Section II, we can use two approaches to let the
decompression engine know when branch targets are met. If a
separated table containing branch targets is used, there is no
need to modify the compression algorithm besides storing the
addresses. However, this scheme causes performance degrada-
tion in decompression since the addresses in the table have to be
compared every time instruction fetches occur. The other way
is to sacrifice a table entry to serve as an exception index for
branch targets. We can use the all-one table index to indicate the
existence of branch targets. When a branch target is encountered
during the compression phase, the compression engine will first
send the all-one address as an escape index, clear the coding
table, and restart the compression process from the branch target
with an empty table.
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Suppose an -bit wide index is used to address the coding
table, the table would have entries .
Since the escape tag used is 6-bit wide, the compressed code-
word would have bits. The memory system in most em-
bedded systems is byte addressed, so the data read from the
memory system has to be byte aligned. When is not a
multiple of 8, the codeword will not be byte aligned. There will
be no problem when the instructions are decompressed sequen-
tially within a branch block, however, it will cause a problem
when a branch target is encountered. We propose two schemes to
solve this problem. The first one leaves the codeword unchanged
( bits), but when a branch target is encountered, padding
bits are added after the exception code to make the next output
(the branch target instruction) byte addressable. When the ex-
ecution flow changes, the decompression engine can restart at
a byte aligned location. The second approach is to make sure
every codeword is byte aligned. Zeroes would be padded after
each codeword if it is not a multiple of 8. From our simula-
tions, the compressed code from the first scheme can be 1%
to 4% smaller than the second one for none byte-aligned code-
words. However, the control logic in the decompression core is
more complicated in the first scheme. The easiest way to handle
byte-aligned branch targets for table-based code compression is
choosing a byte-aligned codeword (e.g., 16-bit codeword with
1024 table entries).

B. Decompression Procedure

During the decompression phase, the decompression engine
reads in 32 bits from the main memory and checks if the first
6 bits matches the escape tag. If it does not match, the 32-bit
instruction is bypassed to the decompression core output and
added to the next available table entry. The next 32 bits are
then fetched from the memory. On the other hand, if the es-
cape tag exists, the decompressor would first check if the index
matches the exception code for branch targets (all one index).
If it matches, the decompression core will clear the table, shift
out the buffer along with the padding bits, and read the next in-
struction from the memory. Otherwise, the decompression en-
gine will output the instruction stored in the table indicated by
the index, shift out the escape tag and index, and read the next
32 bits. During runtime, there are two ways to encounter branch
targets. When branch targets are met sequentially, the decom-
pression core will fetch the exception index and shift out the
padding bits; while an execution flow change implies the exis-
tence of a branch target. In both cases, the decompression en-
gine can clear the decoding table and restart decompression at
the byte-aligned location without error.

C. Table-Based Compression Example

Fig. 5 shows an example of table-based code compression.
The coding table is initially empty, and is updated when a new
instruction is encountered. Instructions A and B are put in table
entries 0 and 1, respectively, and when instruction A is met
again, the compression engine sends out the escape tag with
table index 0. After eight instructions, the table contains instruc-
tions A, B, C, D, and E. Since the next instruction input is a
branch target, the engine generates the exception code (tag

Fig. 5. Example of table-based code compression.

Fig. 6. Table-based compression for ADPCM decoder.

branch indicator) along with the padding bits. After that, the en-
gine restarts the compression procedure with an empty table.

Fig. 6 illustrates the impacts on compression ratio for dif-
ferent codeword lengths, replacement policies and branch-target
identification approaches using an adaptive differential pulse
code modulation (ADPCM) decoder as the code compression
example. Replacing the table entries using the round-robin
policy outperforms fixed table until saturation; however, the
difference is less than 2% for codewords longer than 14-bit
(table with more than 256 entries). The compression ratio
using branch-target indicators is around 1% worse than using
branch list (including the list) with better decompression
performance. Codeword length determines the size of the
coding table exponentially. When the table is too small, there
is little or no benefit to using code compression. When the
number of table entries is more than the number of identical
instructions, increasing codeword length will increase the
compressed code size. Table-based code compression achieves
a better compression ratio for coding table with size around the
number of identical instructions (codeword 14–16 bits wide).
Since a byte-aligned codeword simplifies the decompression
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TABLE II
CODING TABLE FOR LZW COMPRESSION EXAMPLE

core implementation, 16-bit codeword is the best choice for
table-based code compression.

V. LZW-BASED CODE COMPRESSION

LZ method is a well-known adaptive text compression
technique which uses previously seen data to compress the up-
coming one [32]. The coding table need not to be stored along
with the compressed file and can be regenerated on-the-fly
during decompression. The LZ family used to be considered
as a method without random accessibility and with poor per-
formance when dealing with small blocks of data. The use of
larger branch blocks makes it possible to take advantage of the
well-compressed and fast-decompressing LZW method and
apply it to code compression.

A. LZW Data Compression

LZW compression was modified from Ziv–Lempel 78 by
Welch in 1984 [33], which replaces a series of basic elements
with a single codeword. The LZW coding table reserves all
the possible elements as its initial codewords and generates a
new codeword to represent phrases (series of elements) during
runtime. During the compression phase, the compression en-
gine will search for the longest phrase already in the table that
matches the input stream, output the codeword represents the
phrase, and add the phrase along with the next element in the
input stream as a new table entry. Suppose we have two basic
elements a and b as codeword 0 and 1, respectively, and the
input sequence is aabababaaa. At the beginning, the longest
phrase matching the input stream is a, so a 0 output will be
generated and aa will be added in table entry 2. As compression
continues, the output will be 001352, and the coding table will
look like Table II. During the decompression phase, when the
decompression core gets the first 0 input, it will decode the
input as element a. However, no table entry will be generated
at this moment since the decompression core has no idea what
the next codeword will be. aa will be added to the coding table
only after the next codeword (0) arrives. From this example, we
know that decompression lags compression by one codeword.
If the newly generated phrase is used as the codeword output
(e.g., index 5 in the example), the decompression engine will
not have the codeword in its table at that moment; however, this
codeword can still be decoded as the previous phrase plus its
own first element (e.g., index 3 with a).

B. LZW Code Compression and Decompression

To apply LZW to code compression, we use the byte as the
basic element. Since the compressed output of the LZW method

Fig. 7. LZW-based compression ratio for ADPCM decoder and MPEG2
encoder.

only contains compressed codeword, and all the possible ele-
ments have to be included in the initial coding table, the code-
word length has to be long enough to contain the initial table. In
LZW code compression, the chosen codeword length should be
at least 9-bit wide, and the initial table has 256 entries. A new
table entry will be generated per iteration till the table becomes
full. During the compression phase, the compressor will find the
longest phrase in the table that matches the code stream, send
the codeword to the output, and add the phrase with the next
byte in the code stream as a new table entry. Once the coding
table is full, the compressor will keep on using the existing table
to compress the upcoming program stream. When a codeword
is read from the memory, the decompression core first checks if
it is a branch target. If yes, the engine will shift out the padding
bits from the buffer, reset the coding table, and restart decom-
pression at a byte-aligned position. Otherwise, the decompres-
sion core will get a codeword, look it up, output the content,
and add the previous phrase with the first element of the current
phrase as a new table entry. We can apply the same techniques
described in table-based compression to handle the appearance
of branch target and byte alignment.

Codeword length and decoding bandwidth are two important
parameters in our methods. LZW-based compression is a V2F
method. A fixed length codeword is used to represent variable
length phrases. The codeword has to be at least 9 bits long and
determines the table size exponentially. The larger the table, the
more phrases can be represented as codewords, which yields
better compression results. However, a longer codeword is used
to represent 8-bit basic elements. In the worst case, if none
or only a few repeated phrases occur within a branch block,
one-element codewords may be used most of the time. This
often happens when the source file is not large enough. The
other adjustable feature is the decompression bandwidth. From
our simulation results, the compression ratio differs within 1%
for widths from 8 to 20 bytes. Since the size of the coding table
is linearly dependent on the decoding bandwidth, 8-byte wide
decoding table will be the desired choice. Fig. 7 shows the
compression ratio of LZW-based code compression by using
different codeword length on two example benchmarks. For
smaller benchmarks such as an ADPCM decoder, the longer
the codeword, the worse the compression ratio. The benefit for
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a larger coding cable can be seen on larger benchmarks such as
an MPEG2 encoder.

VI. SELECTIVE CODE COMPRESSION

In this section, we present a modified algorithm based on
LZW-based code compression, selective compression, with
better compression ratio and even higher decompression band-
width. The coding tables generated by different codeword
lengths for the same branch block share exactly the same
entries in the front parts of the coding tables. If the branch
block is too small to fill the smallest 9-bit table, there will be no
benefit in using more bits to encode this block. The more bits
used only increase the extra padding in front of each codeword
without additional information. On the other hand, a longer
codeword compresses better for the larger blocks. We studied
our benchmarks and found out that only 12.8% of the branch
blocks can use up all the entries in the 9-bit table, and only 1%
of the branch blocks can fill up the 12-bit table. Statistically,
more than 84% of the branch blocks in the benchmarks are
less than 256 bytes; and more than 60% of the blocks are less
than 100 bytes. This gives us the inspiration to apply different
compression methods to different branch blocks.

We propose two selective code compression schemes based
on LZW-style code compression. The basic idea of selective
compression is to apply different compression methods to dif-
ferent branch blocks according to the block profile. As shown
in Fig. 8, we first collect block size, instruction and execution
frequency, and other information for each branch block during
profiling. Then the compression method for each branch block is
determined based on the profile. Each branch block may choose
a different code compression method. Depending on the branch
target identification policy used, we have different freedom in
choosing the code compression methods.

A. Minimum Table-Usage Selective Compression

The first selective compression method proposed is minimum
table-usage selective compression (MTUSC), whose basic con-
cept is to minimize the size of coding table used for each branch
block. Since no single codeword length can provide good com-
pression results in all the branch blocks, the number of gener-
ated phrases is calculated for each branch block in the profiling
phase. We then select the shortest codeword length for a cer-
tain branch block such that all the phrases generated by it can
fit into its coding table. For example, when the branch block
generates less than 256 phrases, only 9-bit LZW compression is
needed; 10-bit codeword is used for more than 256 but not ex-
ceeding 767 phrases; and so on. As a longer codeword is used,
the size of the table grows exponentially. Our experiment shows
that only few branch blocks really need larger tables, and the
number of branch blocks decreases as larger table is used. So
12-bit is chosen as the maximum codeword length for selective
code compression schemes.

If the branch target list is used to identify the existence of
branch targets, we use two bits in the list entry to indicate the
method for the certain branch block (9–12-bit LZW). On the
other hand, if the branch-target indicator is used, two bits are
needed before each branch blocks to identify the compression
method used. The average compression ratio using MTUSC is

Fig. 8. Block diagram of selective code compression.

79.2%, which is around 3.5% better than 9-bit LZW-based code
compression.

B. Minimum Code-Size Selective Compression (MCSSC)

One major drawback for LZ compression family is its poor
performance on small blocks where only few repeated phrases
exist. Sometimes, the size of the compressed block is even larger
than the original code when MTUSC is used. MCSSC is pro-
posed to ease this problem. Each branch block is first com-
pressed using LZW-based code compression in different code-
word lengths in the profiling phase and the smallest compressed
code (including the uncompressed original code) is then chosen
for the block. By doing so, we ensure that each branch block has
the minimum code size when LZW-based code compression is
applied.

When the block is left uncompressed, there is no codeword
to indicate the existence of branch targets. Experimental results
show that only blocks with size 32, 64, or 96 bytes may be
left uncompressed in MCSSC. We encode these three situations
along with the compression methods into a 3-bit header in front
of each branch block. These three bits can also be used in the
branch target list. The average compression ratio for MCSSC is
76.8%, which is about 6.3% better than 9-bit LZW-based code
compression.

C. Dynamic LZW Compression

Dynamic LZW compression is proposed to ease the code
size penalty caused by longer codewords. Since only one code-
word is generated per iteration for LZW-based code compres-
sion schemes, in the first 256 iterations, only the first 512 code-
words may be used; and only 1024 codewords may be used in
the following 512 iterations. Instead of using constant length
codeword throughout the compression procedure, the codeword
length can be dynamically increased when longer codeword be-
comes necessary. We can simply use 9 bits to represent the com-
pressed codewords in the first 256 iterations, 10 bits for the fol-
lowing 512 iterations, and so on. We apply dynamic LZW to
both MTUSC and MCSSC, and the average compression ratios
we get are 75.8% and 75.2%, respectively, which is almost 8%
better than 9-bit LZW-based code compression.

D. Decompression Procedure

Although we use four different codeword lengths in selec-
tive compression, only a single 12-bit LZW decompression core
with dispatching logic is enough for all the codeword lengths.
The unused memory banks can be turned off when a shorter
codeword is used. When a branch indicator is met, the coding
table will be reinitialized and the dispatching logic will recon-
figure to the upcoming method based on the selection header.
Otherwise, the decompression engine just performs its normal
operations. For a codeword less than 12 bits, zeros would be
padded in front of the codewords. The decompression core will
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TABLE III
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK ON CODE COMPRESSION

use those padded codewords to address the coding table. It also
works the same way when dynamic LZW is applied. The only
difference is the dispatching logic has to count the number of in-
coming codewords and change the padding when necessary for
dynamic LZW compression. On the other hand, the dispatching
logic will bypass the instructions directly when the branch block
contains only uncompressed instructions for MCSSC.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present experimental results on bench-
marks for Texas Instruments’ TMS320C6x VLIW processor.
The benchmarks are collected from Texas Instruments and
Mediabench (http://www.cs.ucla.edu/leec/mediabench), which
are general embedded system applications with strong digital
signal processing components. The benchmarks are compiled
using Code Composer Studio IDE from Texas Instruments. The
compression ratio, decompression bandwidth, and decompres-
sion overhead of our methods are described and the comparison
with some previous work is summarized in Table III.

A. Compression Ratio

Fig. 9 shows the compression ratio for all the benchmarks
using 14- to 18-bit table-based code compression. The table
entry replacement policy used is round-robin and the all-one
index is used as the branch-target indicator. For smaller bench-
marks with limited instruction reoccurrence, the longer the
codeword length, the worse the compression ratio. For larger
benchmarks, using medium length codeword (15 or 16 bits)
results in better compression ratio. Even though a longer
codeword means more instructions can be represented as com-
pressed codewords, not all branch blocks can take advantage of
the larger table. For small benchmarks and small branch blocks
in large benchmarks, longer codewords only represent extra bits
to represent the same instructions. Only larger branch blocks
in large benchmarks have more repeated instructions and take

Fig. 9. Compression ratio for 14- to 18-bit table-based compression.

advantage of the larger coding table. These two effects com-
pensate each other and result in poor performance for a longer
codeword in small benchmarks and larger benchmarks have
better performance when a medium length codeword is used.
A 16-bit codeword not only has the best average compression
ratio at 74.2%, but also has the simplest decompression engine
due to byte-aligned codewords.

Fig. 10 illustrates the compression ratio for all the bench-
marks using 9- to 12-bit LZW-based code compression. A
longer codeword performs worse in most of the benchmarks.
However, for the huge files such as MPEG2 encoder, 12-bit
LZW has better compression ratio. Unlike table-based code
compression that guarantees smaller compressed programs,
LZW-based compression may result in compressed code larger
than the original program. Since LZW-based code compression
generates only one new codeword per iteration, the front part
of the tables contain the same phrases for different codeword
length. For benchmarks that cannot fill up a small coding table,
longer codeword will not benefit. The effect of a large table can
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Fig. 10. Compression ratio for 9- to 12-bit LZW-based compression.

Fig. 11. Compression ratio for selective compression.

only be seen on huge benchmarks. On average, the compression
ratios for 9- to 12-bit LZW-based code compression are 83.4,
83.3, 84.8, and 87.9%, respectively.

Fig. 11 summarizes the compression ratio using selective
code compression (MTUSC and MCSSC), both with and
without dynamic LZW. Since MCSSC chooses the compres-
sion method with the smallest code size for each branch block,
while MTUSC uses the smallest coding table for each block, it
is clear that MCSSC can achieve a better compression ratio than
MTUSC. Dynamic LZW can reduce the compressed code size
for both selective methods. Among all four selective schemes,
MTUSC is always the worst and dynamic MCSSC is always
the best in terms of compression ratio. On average, dynamic
MCSSC can achieve compression ratio at 75.6%.

B. Decompression Throughput

Code compression methods store compressed source code
in the memory systems and decompress the compressed code
on-the-fly during execution. For each iteration, the decom-
pression engine reads codewords from the memory system
and sends decompressed instructions to the processing unit.
We define the decompression throughput as the number of
instructions in bytes a decompression engine can generate in
a decompression cycle. The larger the throughput, the fewer
decompression cycles the decompression engine needs to
decompress the same compressed source code. The processing

Fig. 12. (a) Operations and (b) cycles for the decompression engine.

time for each decompression cycle differs from compression
methods, but is dominated by the table READ/WRITE operations,
which is at most two table accesses within the engine: one to
read a phrase from the coding table and one to update the table.
The processing time is shortened to one table access when
either the input codeword causes bypassing or the coding table
becomes full. The decompression operations and decompres-
sion cycles are illustrated in Fig. 12.

For table-based compression, the decompression engine ei-
ther bypasses uncompressed instruction or reads an instruction
from the coding table, so the decompression throughput is
constant, an instruction (4 bytes) per cycle. For LZW-based
compression methods, the maximum decompression band-
width is determined by the width of the coding table. As the
table width grows, the maximum phrase length also increases.
However, since the size of the phrase only grows by one for
each cycle, only large branch blocks may reach the maximum
decompression bandwidth. We analyze the decompression trace
of selected branch blocks from our benchmarks in Fig. 13. The
output phrases are only 1 or 2 bytes in length for small blocks
due to only few repeated phrases. The throughput increases as
the size of the branch block grows. For example, a 64-byte block
from an ADPCM decoder is compressed into 58 codewords,
with an average throughput of 1.10 bytes [see Fig. 13(a)]; while
a 39104-byte block from the MPEG2 encoder is compressed
into 18013 codewords, with an average throughput of 2.17 bytes
[see Fig. 13(d)]. On average, the output phrase length for 12-bit
LZW-based code compression is 1.72 bytes.

The throughput for MTUSC is the same as for 12-bit LZW
since they use the same set of codewords. On the other hand, the
throughput for MCSSC is a little worse than for MTUSC, since
a smaller coding table may be used and increase the codeword
counts for MCSSC. However, this drawback can be overcome
due to some blocks in MCSSC being left uncompressed and
we can simply bypass the uncompressed block by instruction
(4 bytes) or by fetch packet (32 bytes) and increase the average
throughput to 1.76 and 1.79 bytes, respectively. The use of dy-
namic LZW also helps in getting larger throughput in MCSSC
and the average throughput becomes 1.82 bytes. Fig. 14 shows
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Fig. 13. Throughput versus decompression trace for several branch blocks. (a) ADPCM decoder (64 bytes, 58 codeword, Avg. 1.10 byte). (b) ADPCM decoder
(576 bytes, 386 codeword, Avg. 1.49 byte). (c) mpeg2 encoder (4320 bytes, 2371 codeword, Avg. 1.82 byte). (d) mpeg2 encoder (39104 bytes, 18013 codeword,
Avg. 2.17 byte).

Fig. 14. Average throughput for 12-bit LZW-based and selective code
compression.

the average throughput for all the benchmarks for 12-bit LZW
and selective code compression.

The LZW-based methods (including selective compres-
sion schemes) are variable-to-fixed code compression and are
suitable for parallel decompression by using a look-ahead
scheme—parallel decompressing the codewords when the
newly generated codeword is not used by other parallel de-
compression cores. By using this scheme, the execution time
to decompress the compressed code decreases, while the av-
erage throughput increases. By decompressing at most 2, 4,
or 8 codewords in parallel, the execution time to decompress
the whole program becomes 0.51, 0.27, or 0.14 times the
time without parallel decompression. The average throughput
becomes 3.31, 6.37, and 12.29 bytes, respectively. Fig. 15
illustrates the throughput traces for the same branch blocks as
in Fig. 13 for parallel decompression. The throughput is almost
doubled and the decompression time is halved by using parallel
decompression.

Code compression methods sacrifice performance to save
disk and memory space. According to our experiments, it
takes 5508 cycles to decompress a 9344-byte ADPCM de-
coder and 90-k cycles to decompress the whole 182-k mpeg2
encoder when three-stage pipelined MCSSC is used. Even
though parallel decompression increases the throughput, it still
needs three cycles to decompress a fetch packet. Since not all
the instructions are parallel executable in a fetch packet, the
processor will not consume a fetch packet every clock cycle.

The decompression engine may predecompress the successive
instructions within a branch block when the processor is still
executing the previous fetch packet and the overhead of de-
compression becomes negligible. The decompression process
only increases the branch taken penalty with a slow start to
decompress a new branch block.

Although V2F also used fixed length codeword, the Markov
model they used makes it impossible to decompress in parallel
[20]. V2F can only be parallel decompressed when an inde-
pendent and identical distribution (iid) is used, which has an
83% compression ratio on TMS320C6x processor. Compared to
V2F, our methods have much wider decompression bandwidth,
and is more suitable for VLIW architecture.

C. Hardware Implementation

For LZW-based code compression, the coding table used for
both the compression and decompression engine is determined
by the codeword length and the decompression bandwidth. Sup-
pose 9-bit LZW is used and the bandwidth is set as 8-byte wide,
the table would be 4 kbytes; and 8, 16, and 32 k for 10-, 11-,
12-bit LZW. Since the first 256 entries are the basic elements,
only combinational logic is needed instead of storing them in
the table. So, 2 kbytes can be saved. Compared to previous
schemes, Lekatsas’ SAMC [5] uses 4 kbytes, Xie’s V2F [20]
uses 6–48 kbytes, and Benini et al. [7] uses more than 72 kbytes
for coding tables.

Verilog was used to realize our LZW-based decompression
algorithms. We first implement a decompression core, which
takes codewords as its input, looks up and updates the coding
table, and sends out the phrases stored in the table. The de-
compression core can perform 9- to 12-bit LZW-based code de-
compression, and can be used as the decompression modules in
both selective and parallel decompression. A full LZW-based
decompression engine is then built based on the decompres-
sion core. The engine includes a decompression core, control
logic, and input and output shift registers. The decompression
engine we built used a four-state finite-state machine (FSM),
and is pipelined into three pipeline stages. This engine occupies
1129 4-input look-up tables (LUTs) on a Xilinx Spartan-II field-
programmable gate array (FPGA), and operates at 47.3 MHz.
The core uses 314 LUTs in the FPGA. We also synthesized the
modules using the TSMC.25 m model, and the area is 4417
and 1270 m , respectively. The coding table can be synthe-
sized using state-of-art SRAM generator. Compare to prior arts
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Fig. 15. Throughput versus decompression trace for branch blocks in Fig. 13 using parallel decompression. (a) ADPCM decoder (64 bytes). (b) ADPCM decoder
(576 bytes). (c) mpeg2 encoder (4320 bytes). (d) mpeg2 encoder (39104 bytes).

with comparable compression ratio, our methods uses smaller
coding tables, occupy less area, and have larger decompression
throughput. Furthermore, memory banks of coding tables are
not used all the time for selective compression methods. The
power lines of the unused banks can be gated in order to reduce
power overhead.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We proposed code compression schemes with self-generating
table that use branch blocks as the basic compression units. A
branch block is defined as a series of basic blocks in a con-
trol flow graph with the only branch target located at its first
basic block. Table-based, LZW-based, and selective code com-
pression schemes are proposed with compression ratios around
74.2%, 83.3%, and 75.6%, respectively. Compared to previous
work, our schemes have less decompression overhead and larger
decoding bandwidth with comparable compression ratio. Par-
allel decompression can be applied to our methods to achieve
faster decompression, which is suitable for VLIW architectures.
For our future work, compiler techniques can be applied to gen-
erate source programs more suitable for code compression. For
example, we can include constraints to rearrange basic blocks in
the CFG to enlarge the size of branch blocks. We can also find
other code compression schemes that can take advantage of the
branch blocks, and can also apply the schemes to both instruc-
tion and data memories.
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